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Architectural design spaces of microprocessors are often exponentially large with respect to the pending
processor parameters. To avoid simulating all configurations in the design space, machine learning and statistical techniques have been utilized to build regression models for characterizing the relationship between
architectural configurations and responses (e.g., performance or power consumption). However, it is shown
in this paper that the accuracy variability of many learning techniques over different design spaces and
benchmarks can be significant enough to mislead the decision-making. This clearly indicates a high risk of
applying techniques which work well on previous modeling tasks (each involves a design space, benchmark,
and design objective) to a new task, due to which the powerful tools might be impractical.
Inspired by ensemble learning in the machine learning domain, we propose a robust framework called
ELSE to reduce the accuracy variability of design space modeling. Rather than employing a single learning
technique as previous investigations, ELSE employs distinct learning techniques to build multiple base regression models for each modeling task. This is not a trivial combination of different techniques (e.g., always
trusting the regression model with the smallest error). Instead, ELSE carefully maintains the diversity of
base regression models, and constructs a meta-model from the base models, which can provide accurate
predictions even when the base models are far from accurate. Consequently, we are able to reduce the number of cases in which the final prediction errors are unacceptably large. Experimental results validate the
robustness of ELSE: compared with the widely used Artificial Neural Network over 52 distinct modeling
tasks, ELSE reduces the accuracy variability by about 62%. Moreover, ELSE reduces the average prediction
error by 27% and 85% for the investigated MIPS and POWER design spaces, respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A critical issue when designing a modern microprocessor is to explore the design space
of architectural configurations, where each configuration is a combination of multiple architectural parameters. Design space exploration (DSE) is well known to be
time-consuming, not only because evaluating each architectural configuration with the
cycle-by-cycle simulation is quite slow, but also because the number of configurations
in a design space is exponentially large [Yi et al. 2006]. To effectively accelerate design
space exploration, machine learning techniques have been applied to build regression
models for the design space. At the cost of simulating only a small fraction of architectural configurations, the regression model is able to learn the relationship between
configurations and the corresponding responses (e.g., performance or energy). Relying
on the regression model, the responses of the rest architectural configurations can be
attained without cycle-accurate simulations. Besides, in addition to efficiently conducting DSE, regression model can also be used to conduct detailed performance analysis
to identify performance issues [ElMoustapha Ould-Ahmed-Vall and Doshi 2007] or
system optimization [Lee and Brooks 2010].
Traditionally, when recommending a technique of Empirical Design Space Modeling
(EDSM), the effectiveness was often validated on a specific design space and only a
few benchmarks, and there is often an assumption that a technique works well on one
design space can universally work well on other design spaces. While acknowledging
the effectiveness of these techniques under specific modeling tasks, we claim that this
assumption, in fact, violates the well-known No-Free-Lunch theorem [Wolpert 1997;
Wolpert and Macready 1997] in the machine learning domain, which asserts that no
learning technique can universally outperform another learning technique (e.g., a totally random learning algorithm) under all possible modeling tasks. In the context of
EDSM, this implies that a learning technique that has been validated to perform generally well under specific modeling tasks might perform badly if the design space, the
design objective and the application have changed. As illustrated in Figure 1, the prediction error of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) (the most commonly used learning
technique for EDSM [Ïpek et al. 2006; Khan et al. 2007; Dubach et al. 2007; Cho et al.
2007]) varies significantly over different modeling tasks where the design objectives
and benchmarks with respect to a superscalar design space are different.
The accuracy variability of a learning technique for EDSM has been so common and
significant that when facing different modeling tasks of EDSM, sticking to a single
technique would be rather risky. For example, in Figure 1 the third quartile percentage error w.r.t the ANN technique can be about 8% when estimating the power for
benchmark equake, which indicates that architects may suffer from a prediction error of 8% for about 25% of all design configurations. However, when facing another
modeling task for the MIPS architecture, the third quartile prediction error could
only be 0.55%. Furthermore, the maximal prediction errors of 10 out of 16 modeling tasks in this design space even exceed 50% of the actual responses obtained by
simulations, and the maximal one could be more than 80% for modeling task equakepower. Due to the considerable accuracy variability, traditional learning techniques
may mislead the decision-making by recommending an inappropriate architectural
configuration, especially when designing application-specific processors to meet specific performance/energy requirements [Hardavellas et al. 2011].
The risk of making incorrect decisions calls for robust EDSM whose prediction over
different modeling tasks (e.g., different architectural design spaces, different design
objectives or different benchmarks) is more stable and accurate. In this paper, inspired by a machine learning methodology called ensemble learning [Zhou 2012; DietACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Pub. date: January YYYY.
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Fig. 1. The median, third quartile and maximal prediction error (in percentage) of ANN for a superscalar
design space, where 16 different modeling tasks are considered. Although ANN can achieve good prediction accuracy on some modeling tasks (e.g., modeling the performance of benchmark gzip on this design
space), it does not universally perform well on all 16 modeling tasks. For instance, under the modeling task
equake-power, the maximal error is 82.15%, which is significant enough to mislead the decision-making. The
evaluated design space is a POWER architecture, and it contains nearly 1 billion design options. The main
design parameters of ANN are set as follows: each ANN contains one 16-unit hidden layer with a learning
rate of 0.001, and the momentum value is 0.5. Besides, 10-fold cross-validation is utilized to obtain the above
results. Details of the experimental setups will be elaborated in later sections.

terich 1998] we propose a variability-reduction approach called ELSE (i.e., Ensemble
Learning for design Space Exploration) to address the above issue. Briefly speaking,
for each modeling task of EDSM, ELSE builds several distinct base regression models,
and uses the base models to construct a meta-model which is responsible for providing the final output of each prediction. ELSE is not a trivial combination of different
techniques (e.g., always trusting the regression model with the smallest error). The base
models are built via using different data samples, different learning techniques or the
same technique with distinct learning parameters. During this process, in addition to
building base models, the diversity of different base models is carefully maintained.
Consequently, the overall meta-model constructed by ensemble learning can inherit
the advantages of each base model while compensating the defects of single base models. Thus, it can effectively reduce the number of cases in which the final prediction
errors are unacceptably large, even if the base models are far from accurate.1 By performing more stably and accurately over different modeling tasks, ensemble learning
enables robust design space modeling. According to our empirical study on 52 different modeling tasks involving both MIPS and POWER architecture, ELSE can reduce
the accuracy variability of the widely used Artificial Neural Network (ANN) by about
62% with respect to the max prediction error. Meanwhile, ELSE reduces the average
prediction error on MIPS and POWER modeling tasks by 27% and 85% respectively,
compared with the average of the best accuracies obtained by three traditional learning techniques.
The contributions of this paper are briefly summarized as follows. First, it is the first
time the accuracy variability in architectural EDSM is systematically revealed and
1 It

is noteworthy that ensemble learning has sound theoretical foundation [Schapire 1990; Friedman et al.
2000; Kuncheva 2002]; in particular, it is well-known in the machine learning community that, ensemble
methods are the most powerful technique, both theoretically and empirically, for the reduction of accuracy
variability [Opitz and Maclin 1999; Buja and Stuetzle 2000].
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investigated over a large number of different modeling tasks. Second, a variabilityreduction approach called ELSE is proposed to offer robust yet effective architectural
EDSM. ELSE is a framework of robust EDSM that does not rely on any specific learning techniques, thus can seamlessly assist various regression techniques to perform
robustly under distinct modeling tasks of EDSM. Third, the advantages of ELSE have
been empirically validated over distinct design spaces and benchmarks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces some related
work about existing learning techniques for DSE. Section 3 introduces the detailed
experimental methodology of our empirical study. Section 4 studies the prediction accuracies of traditional learning techniques on both MIPS and POWER design spaces.
Section 5 presents the framework of ELSE. Section 6 compares ELSE with traditional
techniques. Section 7 concludes the whole paper.
2. RELATED WORK

Learning/regression techniques are a type of emerging techniques for EDSM, which
have been continually inspired by various machine learning and numerical methods.
Ïpek et al. [Ïpek et al. 2006] utilized ANN to capture the sophisticated relationship
between design parameters and the performance. Almost in the same time, Lee and
Brooks [Lee and Brooks 2006] used spline-based regression models to predict IPC and
power consumption for microarchitectural design. As stated by Lee and Brooks [Lee
and Brooks 2010], spline-based regression models can achieve comparable accuracies
with ANN. However, it requires more human interventions and domain knowledge
than ANN, though spline-base models are much more computationally efficient than
ANN [Lee and Brooks 2010]. Another important observation described in [Lee and
Brooks 2006] is that no spline function can be universally promising for various modeling tasks [Lee and Brooks 2006], which serves as another crucial evidence to the
accuracy variability of regression models. Joshep et al. [Joseph et al. 2006] proposed
to use Radius Basis Function (RBF) networks to construct a nonlinear model for performance prediction. To reveal the program runtime characteristics on different architectures, Cho et al. [Cho et al. 2007] utilized a novel wavelet model to predict the
workload dynamics, and the model can be utilized to capture the complex workload dynamics across different architectures. To reduce the simulation costs for cross-program
EDSM, Khan et al. [Khan et al. 2007] and Dubach et al. [Dubach et al. 2007] independently proposed to utilize signature, which is a small set of responses that are attained
via simulating representative architectures, when building cross-program ANN-based
regression models. The experiments conducted by Dubach et al. on a unicore design
space showed that the percentage errors on energy-delay range from about 5% to 50%
over different benchmarks, where the signature-based regression clearly exhibited the
accuracy variability. Lee et al. [Lee et al. 2008] proposed composable performance regression (CPR) model for multiprocessors. Azizi et al. [Azizi et al. 2010] investigated an
architecture-circuit co-design space to meet energy and performance requirements. To
facilitate marginal cost analysis, they utilized polynomial functions as the regression
models to predict the performance. Empirical comparisons were conducted to show
that their models are comparable with cubic spline function regarding the prediction
accuracy. In addition to such learning/regression techniques used for DSE, there are
also studies which use analytic models to cope with DSE. Palermo et al. proposed
to use Response Surface Modeling (RSM) techniques to refine the design space exploration and identify feasible configurations under design constraints (such as area,
energy, and throughput) [Palermo et al. 2009]. Mariani et al. also leveraged RSM in
the design-time architectural exploration [Mariani et al. 2013]. Paone et al. utilized
an ANN-based ensemble learning technique to improve the simulation speed and acACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Pub. date: January YYYY.
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Table I. MIPS Architectural Design Space
Abbr.
WIDTH
ROB
IQ
LSQ
RF
L1IC
L1DC
L2UC
BRAN
PRED
BTB
RAS
ALU
FPU
Total Number

Variable Parameters
Fetch/Issue/Commit Width
ROB Size
Instruction Queue Size
Load/Store Queue Size
Register File Size
L1 ICache
L1 DCache
L2 UCache
Branches Allowed
Branch Predictor
Branch Target Buffer
RAS Size
ALUs
FPUs
14

Values
4,8
64-160 with a step of 8
16-80 with a step of 8
16-80 with a step of 8
64-160 with a step of 8
16,32,64,128KB
16,32,64,128KB
256KB-4MB
8,16,24,32
1,2,4,8,16,32K
1,2,4K
16,32,48,64
2,4
2,4

Number
2
13
9
9
13
4
4
5
4
6
3
4
2
2
2.52bn

curacy [Paone et al. 2013]. In contrast, our approach mainly focuses on reducing the
accuracy variability of EDSM to help traditional techniques to gain better robustness
on processor design.
Although a number of learning/regression techniques have been proposed for specific
modeling tasks of EDSM, no study has been dedicated to comprehensively evaluate the
accuracy variability of the proposed technique over a large number of distinct modeling
tasks, while the accuracy variability is indeed quite common and significant according
to the observations in this paper. When facing a new modeling task with distinct characteristics, the accuracy variability may diminish the applicability of an established
technique. Rather than proposing any specific EDSM technique, our study proposes a
framework for reducing the accuracy variability of EDSM techniques and can help traditional techniques to gain robustness for processor design, especially for specialized
or customized heterogeneous design. In this sense, our study is substantially different
from traditional ones.
3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Before presenting the details of our study, we briefly introduce our platform and experimental methodology.
3.1. Simulated Architecture and Benchmarks

Regression-based EDSM requires cycle-by-cycle simulations of a small fraction of
architectural configurations. Our study focuses on the design spaces of modern superscalar architectures. We first employ a heavily modified version of the simulator
SESC [Renau et al. 2005] to model a MIPS superscalar architecture as shown in Table I. This design space contains 14 different design parameters, and the number of
different configurations for the design parameters is more than 2 billions. For this architectures, estimations of timing and power consumption of these architectures are
based on Wattch [Brooks et al. 2000] and CACTI 4.0 [Tarjan et al. 2006], respectively.
We assume that a 65-nm manufacturing technology is adopted for studied processors.
Besides, we also consider a POWER superscalar architecture that is investigated by
Lee and Brooks in [Lee and Brooks 2006]. This architecture is simulated by Turandot [Moudgill et al. 1999], and the modeled baseline architecture is similar to the
POWER4/POWER5. The studied POWER design space contains nearly 1 billion design options. More details of the simulator and the design space could be found in [Lee
and Brooks 2006].
ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Pub. date: January YYYY.
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In our empirical study, we employ several benchmarks to evaluate the performance
of learning techniques. For the investigated MIPS architecture, we employ 18 benchmarks from SPEC CPU2000 (ammp, applu, apsi, art, bzip2, crafty, equake, gap, gcc,
gzip, mesa, mgrid, parser, swim, twolf, vortex, vpr, and wupwise), and for the investigated POWER architecture, we evaluate 8 benchmarks that are from SPEC CPU2000
(ammp, applu, equake, gcc, gzip, mesa, twolf ) and SPECjbb (jbb). The simulated results of the investigated POWER architecture can be found at Lee’s homepage as
http://people.duke.edu/ bcl15/software.
3.2. Architectural Modeling Tasks

The performance of EDSM depends on characteristics of the design space, the design
objective, and the concrete application. For a given design space, there can be different
design objectives, including maximizing the performance (e.g., Instruction Per Cycle,
IPC), minimizing the power consumption and so on. Since the optimal configuration
under a given design space and a given design objective may still vary with the specific
application, we consider a tuple of design space, benchmark and design objective, as
a modeling task here. For example, a concrete modeling task would be “modeling the
relationship between the parameters of MIPS design space and the IPC for the benchmark mcf ”. In Section 4 , the accuracy variability of three learning techniques will be
evaluated over a number of different modeling tasks.
3.3. Base Regression Models

Our empirical study employs three classic learning techniques and evaluates their
accuracy variability over different modeling tasks of EDSM. The first technique is
Artificial Neural Network (ANN), which has been frequently utilized in EDSM [Ïpek
et al. 2006; Khan et al. 2007; Dubach et al. 2007]. The second technique is Support
Vector Machine (SVM), a technique based on rigorous statistical learning theory [Vapnik 1995] and validated to perform well on a complicated compiler option/architecture
co-design space [Dubach et al. 2008]. In addition to ANN and SVM, M5P regression
tree, a variant of decision tree for regression problem, divides the input space into a
tree structure and fits linear regression models at the leaves [Wang and Witten 1997],
is also involved in our evaluation. The most notable merit of M5P is that it can provide an interpretable model to help designers focusing on most critical performance
bottlenecks. Actually, M5P has already been employed for performance modeling and
analysis of computer systems [Ould-Ahmed-Vall et al. 2007; Liao et al. 2009; Guo et al.
2011]. In short, the reason why we use ANN, SVM, and M5P as the base models to
build ELSE is that these models have been widely used in performance analysis and
modeling of computer systems, and their abilities of predicting the performance and
power consumption have also been well demonstrated.
In our study, ANN, SVM and M5P will be utilized to build three regression models
for each modeling task of EDSM, and the purpose is to demonstrate that the accuracy variability of learning techniques can be rather significant. Note that ANN, SVM
and M5P regression trees are the three most popular practical machine learning techniques [Witten and Frank 2005], and the conclusion drawn from the study of them can
be generalized to the inclusion of other learning techniques. Motivated by the considerable accuracy variability, we then propose ELSE for EDSM, which is a robust learning
framework with reduced accuracy variability over different modeling tasks of EDSM.
3.4. Evaluation Methodology
3.4.1. Construction and Evaluation of Regression Models. To construct a regression model, a
learning/regression technique requires a training set consisting of several design conACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Pub. date: January YYYY.
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figurations which must be simulated, whose size could be either fixed or dynamic [Ïpek
et al. 2006]. In our study, for the MIPS architecture, we sample 3000 design configurations uniformly at random (UAR) from the design space to construct the training set,
as done by Lee and Brooks [2006]. For the POWER architecture, the simulated results
can be directly obtained from the website of Lee.
For each learning technique there are several parameters that are crucial to the
performance of the technique. In our study, ANN directly adopts the parameter setting utilized by Ïpek et al. [Ïpek et al. 2006], that is, each ANN contains one 16-unit
hidden layer with a learning rate of 0.001, and a momentum value of 0.5. For SVM
which is known to be more parameter-sensitive, the three parameters, penalty parameter, the gamma value, and the epsilon for the loss function, are very important once
radius based function (RBF) is adopted as the kernel function2 . To obtain a promising combination of these parameters, we utilize grid search to traverse the parameter
space. This implies that the parameter settings of SVM may vary over different modeling tasks. The third technique, M5P, involves only one important parameter that
determines the minimal number of examples in each leaf of constructed model tree,
which is set to be 4 in our study.
To evaluate the accuracy of each regression model, we employ 10-fold cross validation to assess how the regression model generalizes to an independent data set that
contains unseen design configurations. In the 10-fold cross validation, the data set with
3000 simulated design configurations is randomly partitioned into 10 subsets (folds).
In each iteration, one single subset is retained as the validation data set for checking
the prediction error of the regression model, while the other remaining 9 subsets are
combined to construct the training set for constructing the regression model. The entire cross validation process is repeated for 10 iterations such that each subset acts as
the validation data for exactly one time. Finally, the results of 10 iterations will be averaged to produce an evaluation of the learning technique under the specific modeling
task.
3.4.2. Performance Metrics. Performance metrics play important roles in the evaluations of the learning techniques. In this paper, we employ the Mean Squared Error
(MSE) to demonstrate how well a model predicts the responses for the given design
space respectively. Formally, given the validation set consisting of N unseen design
configurations, the MSE is defined by

M SE :=

N
1 X
(f (xk ) − yk )2 ,
N

(1)

k=1

where f represents the regression model, xk represents the k-th configuration (k =
1, . . . , N ) in the validation set, and yk represents the architectural response of the configuration xk , which is obtained by cycle-by-cycle simulation. A model with a smaller
MSE is more favorable. However, from the MSE only we are not able to directly deduce the accuracy of the model, unless we take the real responses y1 , . . . , yk as the
references.
To address the above issue, we also consider the distribution of Percentage Error (PE)
in our empirical study, where the PE for the k-th configuration xk in the validation set
is defined by
P E(k) :=

|f (xk ) − yk |
× 100%.
yk

2 kernel

(2)

function is utilized to map the original data into a high dimensional feature space where a hyperplane can be used to perform linear separation.
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The PE explicitly demonstrates the accuracy of a regression model on a specific design
configuration. For a regression model built for a given modeling task, by the corresponding PE distribution we are able to summarize the general accuracy of the regression model. Concretely, our empirical study employs a set of metrics about the PE
distribution including the first quartile error (1PE), median percentage error (MPE)
and third quartile percentage error (3PE), where, for example, the MPE is formally
defined by M P E := median{P E(k); k = 1, . . . , N }. Thus, “the MPE of a model is 5%”
means that the percentile of the cases in which the error rate is larger than 5% is 50%.
Besides, the maximal percentage error, defined by max{P E(k); k = 1, . . . , N }, will also
be taken into account.
Given the PE-related metrics, we can define the term “accuracy variability” by the
standard deviation of some PE-related metrics over different modeling tasks. A large
standard deviation of a PE-related metric indicates a larger accuracy variability, which
we do not like.
4. ACCURACY VARIABILITY OF REGRESSION MODELS

In this section, we provide an in-depth study to reveal the accuracy variability of different learning techniques over different modeling tasks of EDSM. For the MIPS design
space, our study considers 36 different modeling tasks involving two design objectives
(IPC and energy) and 18 benchmarks. This design space contains more than 2 billion
design options, and the size of the sample set is 3000. For the POWER design space,
our study considers 16 different modeling tasks involving two design objectives (IPC
and power) and 8 benchmarks. The design space contains nearly 1 billion design options, and the size of the sample set ranges from 2000 to 4000. For each modeling
task mentioned above, we construct three regression models by ANN, SVM and M5P,
respectively.
4.1. MIPS Modeling Tasks

For the MIPS design space, Figure 2 presents the MSEs of different regression models
across different benchmarks, where the MSEs are normalized to the corresponding
MSE of ANN. We observe that the prediction accuracy of SVM is worse than other
two techniques on all 36 MIPS modeling tasks. Moreover, although ANN can obtain
better performance for the modeling tasks “M IP S − applu − IP C” than M5P, it cannot
outperform M5P under the modeling task “M IP S − apsi − IP C”, where the MSE of
M5P is only 6.16% of that of ANN. In summary, ANN outperforms M5P on 8 out of
36 MIPS modeling tasks, while M5P beats ANN under the rest modeling tasks. It is
clear that the accuracy variability may influence the relative standings of learning
techniques under different modeling tasks.
To further illustrate the accuracy variability of the techniques, Figure 3 shows the
boxplots of the prediction errors of ANN, SVM and M5P (from top to bottom) over
36 MIPS modeling tasks, respectively. Boxplots are graphical displays measuring the
location and dispersion, which can indicate the symmetry of error distribution. The
central box shows the data between 1PE (PEs of 75% data are larger than this value)
and 3PE (PEs of 25% data are larger than this value), which indicates that about 50%
data belongs to this box.
The accuracy variability can be measured by the standard deviation of PE-related
metrics over different modeling tasks. For example, the MPEs of SVM models range
from 0.98% (Task “M IP S − parser − IP C”) to 16.475% (Task “M IP S − apsi − IP C”),
and the standard deviation is 3.73%. For the ANN models, the MPEs range from 0.41%
(Task “M IP S − gzip − IP C”) to 5.48% (Task “M IP S − mgrid − IP C”), and the corresponding standard deviation is 2.65%. For M5P models, the standard deviation of their
MPEs is 1.44%, which is the smallest among three techniques.
ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Pub. date: January YYYY.
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Fig. 2. MSEs of investigated learning techniques on 36 different modeling tasks for the MIPS design space,
which involves 18 benchmarks and 2 design objectives (IPC and energy). The results are normalized to the
MSE of ANN.

In fact, by the maximal PE metric we can also observe the accuracy variability even
more easily. As illustrated in Figure 3, the maximal PEs of SVM models range from
4.79% (Task “M IP S − ammp − IP C”) to 60.58% (Task “M IP S − art − IP C”), and the
corresponding standard deviation is 19.48%. Similarly, the standard deviations of the
maximal PEs w.r.t. ANN models and M5P models are 7.99% and 7.16%, respectively.
Although M5P has the most stable prediction accuracy among these techniques, the
maximal PEs still vary significantly across different modeling tasks, i.e., from 2.02%
(Task “M IP S − parser − IP C”) to 33.18% (Task “M IP S − mgrid − IP C)”).
4.2. POWER Modeling Tasks

For the POWER architecture, Figure 4 presents the MSE of three techniques over 16
modeling tasks, where the prediction results are normalized to that of ANN. It can be
observed that SVM performs worse than other two techniques under most modeling
tasks. However, it still achieves the best performance among the three techniques on 4
modeling tasks such as “P OW ER−applu−IP C”, which well demonstrates the accuracy
variability. Other two techniques also exhibit similar behaviors. For example, M5P
achieves the best performance on 11 modeling tasks, while ANN achieves the best
performance on only one modeling task.
Figure 5 shows the boxplots of the error distributions w.r.t. ANN, SVM and M5P
(from top to bottom), respectively. The MPEs of ANN range from 1.33% (Task
“P OW ER − jbb − IP C”) to 4.07% (Task “P OW ER − gcc − power”), which leads to a
standard deviation of 0.76%. The MPEs of M5P range from 1.53% (Task “P OW ER −
gzip − IP C”) to 3.84% (Task “P OW ER − gzip − power”), with the standard deviation
of 0.71%. The MPEs of SVM range from 0.80% (Task “P OW ER − jbb − IP C”) to 2.90%
(Task “P OW ER − mesa − IP C”), with the standard deviation of 0.65%, showing that
SVM is relatively more robust that other two techniques over the 16 POWER modeling
tasks.
To gain more insights into the accuracy variability w.r.t. POWER modeling tasks, we
estimate the standard deviations of 3PEs (PEs of 25% data are larger than this value)
and maximal PEs for three techniques. To be specific, the standard deviations of 3PEs
are 1.52%, 1.16%, and 1.46% for ANN, SVM and M5P, respectively. When adopting the
maximal PE metric, the accuracy variability is more significant, as evidenced by the
ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Pub. date: January YYYY.
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(a) PE distribution of the ANN model
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(c) PE distribution of the M5P model
Fig. 3. PE distribution of different learners on 36 different modeling tasks for the MIPS design space, where
the central box shows the data between 1PE (PEs of 75% data are larger than this value) and 3PE (PEs of
25% data are larger than this value).
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Fig. 4. MSEs of investigated learning techniques on 16 different modeling tasks for the POWER architecture, which involves 8 benchmarks and 2 design objectives (IPC and power). The results are normalized to
the MSE of ANN.

large standard deviations 15.17%, 6.67% and 5.75% for ANN, SVM and M5P, respectively. Compared with the MIPS modeling tasks, the accuracy variability over POWER
modeling tasks seems to be less significant. The reason might be that the size of the
studied POWER design space (i.e., < 1 billion) is smaller than that of the investigated
MIPS design space (i.e., > 2 billion).
5. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

So far we have shown that the accuracy variability of the learning techniques is so
significant that when facing a new modeling task whether a single regression model
still performs well is in doubt. The reasons are two-fold [Dietterich 1998]. First, the
training data might not always provide sufficient information for determining a single
best model. Second, the learning process of a learning/regression technique is often
imperfect, which can easily result in sub-optimal models.
In this paper, we propose to employ the notion of ensemble learning to address
the above concern and make regression-based EDSM more robust and practical. Unlike conventional machine learning techniques that construct one model from training
data, ensemble learning builds multiple base regression models by using different data
sets, different learning techniques (heterogeneous models) or the same technique with
distinct learning parameters (homogeneous models). During this process, the diversity
of different models is carefully maintained such that the base models can mutually
compensate their weakness by interacting with each other. Consequently, the overall
meta-model constructed by ensemble learning can inherit the advantages of each base
models while compensating the defects, which effectively reduce the number of cases
in which the final prediction errors are unacceptably large even if the base models are
far from accurate.
5.1. ELSE

In this subsection we present the algorithm framework of the proposed ELSE, which is
derived from the stacking algorithm in the machine learning domain [Wolpert 1992].
The stacking algorithm trains several low-level base models from the training data,
and let the low-level models construct the data set for constructing the high-level metamodel. Here we use stacking as an illustrative example to demonstrate the advantage
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Fig. 5. PE distribution of different regression models on 16 different modeling tasks w.r.t. the POWER
design space, where for each modeling task the grey box show the data between 1PE (PEs of 75% data are
larger than this value) and 3PE (PEs of 25% data are larger than this value).
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of ensemble learning, that is, ensemble learning can significantly reduce the accuracy
variability to provide robust design space modeling techniques.
ALGORITHM 1: Training Algorithm of ELSE
Input: Simulated Data Set D = (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), . . . , (xm , ym );
Base Regression Technique L1 , L2 , and L3 ;
Meta Regression Technique L.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

L1 =ANN, L2 =SVM, L3 =M5P
L=M5P
for t = 1, 2, 3 do
ht = Lt (D) /* Training a base model ht via the technique Lt on the data set D */
end
D0 = ∅
for each xi ∈ D do
for t = 1, 2, 3 do
zit = ht (xi )
/* Using ht to obtain the response of configuration xi */
end
D0 = D0 ∪ ((zi1 , zi2 , zi3 ), yi )
end
h0 = L(D0 ) /* Training the meta-model h0 via the technique L on the data set D0 . */
Output: H(x) = h0 (h1 (x), h2 (x), h3 (x))

Algorithm 1 illustrates the model construction process of ELSE, where we utilize
three base techniques, ANN, SVM and M5P, as an illustration, and the framework
can easily be generalized to the case in which more base techniques are involved. The
training process is described as follows. First, three regression models h1 , h2 , and h3
are built by three first-level base techniques, L1 (ANN), L2 (SVM), and L3 (M5P), from
the training data set D. After that, for each configuration involved in D, the three models present their own results, and such results are combined to form a new example.
Such examples are collected in the data set D0 that is reserved for the meta-model h0 .
Finally, based on the data set D0 , ELSE constructs the meta-model h0 from a specific
learning technique (say, M5P), and the meta-model is responsible for presenting the
final prediction result for each given input design configuration. The main reason why
we use M5P as the meta-model is that model trees have better interpretability compared with other learning techniques, such as ANN and SVM. With the help of the
interpretability offered by the tree structure, we can clearly see the qualitative and
quantitive impacts of different base models on the prediction accuracy. In addition,
compared with ANN and SVM, M5P is a lightweight learning algorithm that can be
built in much shorter time.
5.2. ELSE for Constrained Design Space Exploration

Constrained design space exploration (e.g., determining the configuration with best
performance given specific power constraint), is very common in industrial design
practices. ELSE can greatly facilitate such practices due to its high accuracy and robustness. Figure 6 illustrates the overall framework to leverage ELSE for constrained
design space exploration. The total process consists of two phases, the modeling phase
and the exploration phase. During the modeling phase, multiple design configurations
are sampled and simulated to constitute the training set. Then, the training set is
used to build several different response models with ELSE, such as performance and
power models. The accuracy of such models should be test to determine whether they
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Fig. 6. The overall framework to leverage ELSE for constrained design space exploration.

meet the pre-defined accuracy criteria. If they do, the modeling process can be terminated. Otherwise, more design configurations should be sampled, simulated and
trained to further enhance the accuracy. During the exploration phase, processor responses of design configurations can be predicted by ELSE models without consuming
any additional processor simulations. In the example as shown in Figure 6, a design
configuration should first be fed to the ELSE power model. If the predicted power
of this configuration violates the constraint (e.g., 50 watt), the configuration will be
discarded. Otherwise, the configuration will further be fed to the ELSE performance
model to predict its performance. After iterating the above process for all candidate
configurations, the configuration having the best performance among those who meet
the power constraint can be found.
6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section evaluates the proposed ELSE by experimental evaluations, in which we
focus on three critical problems.
1 Does ELSE outperform the three base learning techniques regarding the average
prediction accuracy?
2 Is ELSE more robust (with smaller accuracy variability) than the three base learning techniques, ANN, SVM and M5P?
3 What is the benefit of ELSE in practical usage?
6.1. Average Accuracy

To compare the average prediction accuracy of ELSE with those of the three base techniques, we present the prediction results of both ELSE and the “PickBest” approach,
where the PickBest approach always selects for each modeling task the base regression
model with the smallest prediction error among the three models built independently
by ANN, SVM, and M5P. Figure 7 illustrates the comparison results w.r.t the MIPS
and POWER design spaces. It can be observed that ELSE outperforms PickBest over
all MIPS modeling tasks, and the MSE reduction over PickBest, which ranges from
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(b) MSE comparison of ELSE and the most accurate model for POWER design space
Fig. 7. MSE comparison of ELSE and the most accurate model selected from the base models. All results
are normalized to the corresponding MSE of ELSE.

6.76% (Task “M IP S − gzip − energy”) to 117% (Task “M IP S − swim − IP C”), is 27.19%
in average over 36 MIPS modeling tasks. On POWER modeling tasks, the MSE reduction is even much more significant. The average MSE reduction is 84.74% over 16
different POWER modeling tasks, and the MSE reduction ranges from 19.20% (Task
“P OW ER − gcc − IP C”) to 207.54% (Task “P OW ER − twolf − power”).
Furthermore, Figure 8 illustrates the PE distribution of ELSE for MIPS and
POWER modeling tasks. For the MIPS modeling tasks, the MPE of ELSE varies from
0 (Task “M IP S − art − IP C”) to 3.77% (Task “M IP S − wupwise − energy”), and is
1.77% in average over 36 modeling tasks. The average MPE is only 72.36%, 25.87%,
and 93.45% of those of ANN, SVM and M5P techniques, respectively. For the POWER
modeling tasks, the MPE of ELSE varies from 0.76% (Task “P OW ER − jbb − IP C”) to
3.11% (Task “P OW ER − gcc − power”), and is 1.70% in average. The average MPE of
ELSE is only 57.90%, 87.72% and 58.63% of those of ANN, SVM and M5P, respectively.
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Fig. 8. PE distribution of ELSE for the MIPS and the POWER design spaces, where for each modeling task
the grey box show the data between 1PE (PEs of 75% data are larger than this value) and 3PE (PEs of 25%
data are larger than this value).

Therefore, considering the MSE and PE, we can conclude that ELSE can significantly reduce the prediction error for different modeling tasks, which can offer a more
confident design decision for architects.
In addition, we also conduct experiments to investigate the effect of the size of training set on the average accuracy. As an example, here we only present the experimental
results of program applu on POWER architecture as shown in Figure 9. We can clearly
see that the prediction accuracy generally improves as the size of the sample set increases. We observe similar trends on other design scenarios.
6.2. Reduction of Accuracy Variability

Since we mainly focus on the extreme cases as “outliers”, Figure 10 shows the averaged
3PE and maximal PE for the base learning techniques and ELSE over all 52 modeling
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Fig. 9. The
1 prediction error of program applu on POWER architecture. It is clear that the prediction error
generally decreases as the size of the sample set increases.
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tasks, where the corresponding standard deviations that are utilized to measure the
accuracy variability among these approaches are also presented. All the results are
normalized to that of ELSE. If taking the 3PE (PEs of 25% data are larger than this
value) as the error metric, ELSE can achieve the best performance on 48 out of all 52
modeling tasks, and the corresponding standard deviation is only 76.79%, 30.98%, and
83.66% of those of ANN, SVM, and M5P techniques, respectively. If taking the maximal
PE as the error measure, ELSE can achieve the best performance on 45 out of all
52 modeling tasks, and
the corresponding standard deviation is only 37.76%, 49.89%,
Size of Sample Set
and 58.52% of those of ANN, SVM, and M5P techniques, respectively. According to
the above comparisons, we can conclude that ELSE is significantly more robust than
traditional learning/regression techniques of EDSM.
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Fig. 10. Comparisons of the average and standard deviation of the percentage errors over all 52 modeling
tasks for different learning techniques.

6.3. Training Costs

Figure 11 presents the training costs of ELSE for all 52 modeling tasks. The training
time varies from 0.16h (Task “M IP S −bzip2−energy”) to 4.11h (Task “M IP S −ammp−
energy”) on a cluster with 32 AMD Operton processors. Actually, the training time of
ELSE roughly equals to the sum of that of all base learners since the meta-model (i.e.,
M5P) is quite efficient. Compared with the cycle-accurate simulations of existing modern processors that often spend several days to simulate only one design configuration,
such training costs cannot be the bottleneck.
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Fig. 11. Training costs of ELSE on all 52 modeling tasks.

6.4. Practical Usage Scenarios of ELSE

We provide some illustrative experiments on designing energy-efficient processors, an
important type of processors suiting both mobile devices and data centers. Our purpose
is to show how ELSE benefits practical design space exploration. To be specific, we
consider two usage scenarios of designing energy-efficient processors. The first one is
applying ELSE to the iterative design space exploration process. The second one is
applying ELSE to find promising configurations under design constraints, which is
known as constrained design space exploration problem.
The iterative design space exploration (iterative DSE) is a sequence of trail-and-error
iterations emulating a practical DSE flow. At the N -th iteration of the iterative DSE,
we have known processor responses of N configurations, and our task is to train a
learning model with the N configurations. Then we try to predict whether the (N + 1)th configuration (a randomly-generated unseen configuration) is better than the best
one among the first N configurations. After that, we will simulate the (N + 1)-th configuration to check whether the prediction is correct or not, and add the new configuration to the training set and move to the next iteration. The iterative DSE can be
stopped when there have been a sufficiently large number of iterations making correct
predictions.
In order to make quantitative evaluations more reliable, we fix N = 400 and each of
the rest configurations in the entire data set acts as the 401-st configuration in turn.
We compare ELSE against different models (ANN, SVM and M5P) in terms of the
fraction that each model correctly predicts the relative goodness between the 401-st
configuration and the best among the previous 400 configurations. In our illustrative
experiments, a configuration is considered to be better than another if the configuration has a smaller energy consumption for designing energy-efficient processors.
Figure 12 compares different learning techniques for several benchmarks running
on the MIPS architecture. Although ELSE does not outperform ANN on scenario
MIPS-apsi, it outperforms the base learning techniques on other 7 evaluated scenarios.
On average, we observe that ELSE reduces incorrect predictions by 30.80%, 63.51%,
and 53.24% compared with ANN, SVM and M5P, respectively. Therefore, ELSE is very
helpful for iterative DSE compared with the base learning techniques.
The second usage scenario we considered is the constrained design space exploration, a DSE process factors in design constraints (e.g., performance/power/energy
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Fig. 12. The fraction of incorrect DSE decisions made by different learning techniques.

constraints). Here we consider practical design tasks which explore design spaces of
energy-efficient processors. To be specific, we minimize the energy consumption in the
presence of both performance and power constraints. We use ANN, SVM, M5P, and
ELSE to conduct DSE under the same design constraints (in terms of both performance
and power consumption), and compare the best configurations (in terms of energy consumption) found by these algorithms. We take the design constraint of performance as
an example, it could be “the performance (e.g., IPC) should be greater than a threshold
(e.g., 1.0)”. The concrete values of such thresholds are set as the median values of the
corresponding responses (i.e., IPC and power) in the entire data set for different scenarios. Figure 13 presents the experimental results of several design scenarios. We find
that on some scenarios, ELSE can find more energy-efficient configurations compared
with the base learning techniques. For example, on scenario MIPS-swim, the energy
consumption of the optimal configuration found by ELSE is 28.7% smaller than that
found by SVM. On average, the energy consumption of the best configuration found
by ELSE is 6.23%, 16.18%, and 4.30% smaller than that found by ANN, SVM and
M5P, respectively. The experimental results well demonstrate that ELSE can greatly
faciliate the constrained DSE.
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Fig. 13. The optimal energy consumption for different learning techniques, given both performance and
power constraints. The results are normalized to that of ELSE.

6.5. Dicsussions on ANN Models

In our previous experiments, we only use one-output ANN to model a single response
metric (e.g., IPC or power) for each scenario. A potential concern is that using twoACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Pub. date: January YYYY.
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Prediction Accuracy of ANN for IPC
output ANN to simultaneously predict the IPC and power
would achieve better accuracy, since such response metrics are not independent. To address this concern, we also
build ANN with two outputs, and then compare their accuracy with two ANNs, each
with only one output (i.e., one ANN for predicting IPC and the other for predicting
power) for several programs. Figure 14 shows the experimental results. On the evaluated benchmarks, it can be observed that the prediction accuracy of two-output ANN
cannot always be improved. For example, the two-output ANN is only better than the
one-output ANN for program equake and mesa when predicting IPC. When predicting
power, one-output ANN even outperforms two-output ANN for all evaluated programs.
Therefore, the two-output ANN may not always be better than the one-output ANN.
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7. CONCLUSION

Architectural design space exploration is a very challenging task during the design
of microprocessors, and learning/regression techniques are very promising to combat
time-consuming simulations. However, according to detailed evaluations of existing
techniques on 52 different modeling tasks, we found that the accuracy variability of
existing regression models is common and significant, and previous techniques are not
robust enough to offer reliable predictions for many different modeling tasks. To address the issue which may potentially diminish the general applicability of learning
techniques in EDSM, we suggest a EDSM framework called ELSE that employs multiple base regression models to gain robustness. Like the stacking algorithm [Wolpert
1992] that inspires our investigation, ELSE is an open framework that does not rely
on any specific learning techniques, thus can be utilized to enhance the robustness of
traditional EDSM techniques. Experimental results show that ELSE can reduce about
62% accuracy variability in comparison with the widely used ANN technique, enabling
robust EDSM that can adapt to different modeling tasks. Furthermore, ELSE can significantly reduce the prediction error for different modeling tasks.
In this paper, we mainly focus on performance modeling of a single benchmark,
while multi-programmed applications are very common on existing multi-core architectures. In the future, we plan to apply ELSE to the performance modeling of multiprogrammed applications on multi-core architectures.
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